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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let R be a commutative ring with identity and let Spec R denote the set 
of prime ideals of R considered as a partially ordered set under inclusion. 
(When we speak of a ring or domain, we shall always assume that it is commu- 
tative and that it has an identity.) In [7, page 6, Theorems 9 and 111, Kaplansky 
notes two properties of Spec R. The first (Kl) is that in Spec R every totally 
ordered set of primes has a least upper bound and a greatest lower bound. 
The second (K2) says that if P C Q are distinct primes of R then there exist 
distinct primes PI and Qr with P C PI C Qr C Q such that there is no prime 
ideal properly between PI and Q1 . Kaplansky asks whether or not a partially 
ordered set S satisfying these two properties must be isomorphic as a partially 
ordered set to Spec R for some ring R. The object of this paper is to investigate 
this question. 
The question is answered for two cases. In the first case, S is assumed to be 
finite and in the second, S is a tree (i.e. if s E S then {X 1 x < s} is totally 
ordered) with a finite number of minimal elements. In addition, we give an 
example of M. Hochster which shows that the properties (Kl) and (K2) 
are not sufficient. 
In Section 2, we show that any finite partially ordered set is isomorphic as 
a partially ordered set to the spectrum of some ring. Our proof provides a 
way to build a ring with a desired spectrum. In establishing the finite case, we 
make extensive use of two theorems which, roughly speaking, are as follows: 
(i) Let R be a domain containing a field and let R have a finite number of 
maximal ideals. I f  a partially ordered set X is the result of tying together the 
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maximals of Spec R in some pattern, then there is a domain S C R such that 
Spec S G X. 
(ii) Let R be a domain containing a jield k, and let R have n maximal 
ideals. I f  D, ,..., D, are domains with quotient field k, then there is a domain 
S C R such that Spec S is the result of attaching the minimal element of each 
Spec Di to one of the maximal elements of Spec R. 
If  f  : X + Y is an order preserving map between finite partially ordered sets, 
we also discuss the possibility of constructing Spec R g X and Spec S z Y 
in such a way that there is a homomorphism f  * : S ---z R which induces f. 
A domain R is a PrGfer domain if for every prime ideal P, Rp is a valuation 
ring. R is Bexout if every finitely generated ideal is principal. It is well 
known (see for example [7, page 38-391) that a Bezout domain must be Priifer. 
In the third section (which is independent of the second section) we charac- 
terize the possible Spectra of Priifer and Bezout domains. If  R is a Priifer 
domain, Spec R must have the following property: (*) I f  P1 C P and Pz C P 
then either P1 C Pz or Pz C PI . We show that if X is a partially ordered set 
with a unique minimal element, for which properties (Kl), (K2), and (*) 
hold, then there is a Bezout domain R such that Spec R E X. Our proof 
uses a theorem of Jaffard [6, page 78, Th eorem 31 which says that every lattice 
ordered group is a group of divisibility. (We will define these terms later.) 
In [5], M. Hochster studies the functor Spec from the category of commu- 
tative rings with an identity to the category of topological spaces and con- 
tinuous functions. In his paper, Hochster characterizes the spaces in the 
image of Spec as those topological spaces which are T, , quasicompact, the 
quasicompact open subsets are closed under finite intersection and form an 
open basis, and every nonempty irreducible closed subset has a generic point. 
I f  X is a partially ordered set, we can topologize X by letting a subbasis 
for the closed sets of the topology be the closures of points, where for x E X, 
Cl(x) = {y E X 1 x ,< y}. Using this topology, the partially ordered sets we 
have considered are seen to be spectral spaces. Our proof, however, is a 
simpler approach to the case of finite partially ordered sets and the use of 
Jaffard’s Theorem in the case of trees yields the additional information that 
the rings can be taken to be Bezout domains. 
In general our notation will be that of [13]. One exception is that the ring R 
is not included in the “ideals” of R. 
2. FINITE PARTIALLY ORDERED SETS 
I f  X and Y are partially ordered sets, we say they are isomorphic if there 
is an order preserving bijection f: X -+ Y such that f-1 is also order 
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preserving. We will show that if X is a finite partially ordered set, there is a 
ring R such that Spec R s X. We prove this first with the additional assump- 
tion that X has a unique minimal element. This part of the proof proceeds 
by induction on dim X = sup{n 1 there is a chain x,, < x1 < ... < x,; xi E X}. 
I f  x E X we define ht(x) = sup(n / there is a chain x0 < x1 < ... < x, = x; 
xi E X}. 
In order to relate the spectrum of one ring to that of another, we make use 
of the concept of explicitness. If  S C R are rings, we say that R is explicit 
over S if R = ScU(R)nS) where u(R) is the set of units of R. If  R = nysl Ri , 
the intersection is explicit if each R, is explicit over R. The usual terminology, 
as in [ 131 or [2], is that R is a quotient ring of S with respect to a multiplicative 
system. The word explicit, however, seems to be a useful abbreviation, and 
it has a historical precedent in the works of Krull, for example [9, page 5591. 
Certain facts about explicitness are easy to see. If  T C S C R are rings, and 
if R is explicit over S and S is explicit over T then R is explicit over T; if R 
is explicit over T then R is explicit over S; and if R is explicit over T, it does 
not follow that S is explicit over T. 
THEOREM (2.1). Let R, ,..., R, be domains, each having a jkite number of 
maximal ideals. Let R = nyz, Ri and let T be a domain contained in R. If  Ri 
is explicit over Tfor all i, then R is explicit over T. 
Proof. I f  we localize at each maximal ideal of each Ri , we get a collection 
of quasi-local domains, each explicit over T. Their intersection is R. We can 
reduce this set to one which has no containment relationships and whose 
intersection is still R. It will suffice to prove the theorem for this case. Thus 
we assume that for all i, Ri is quasi-local and Ri Q Rj if i # j. Let Mi be the 
maximal ideal of Ri and let n/l, r\ T = Pi . Since Ri is explicit over T, we have 
Tpi = Ri for all i; and thus if i # j, then Pi $ Pi . 
Let x E R. We need to find a u E u(R) n T such that ux E T. For each i 
there is a Us E u(RRi) n T such that vix E T since each Ri is explicit over T. 
For each i we can also choose a wi E njfi P,\P, . Let ui = wivi . Then 
ui E u(R,) n T n (nj,i Pj) and uix = wjvix E T. If  u = Cr=r ui , then u E T, 
ux E T, and for each i, u = ui + &+i ui where ui E u(RJ. NOW&~ uj E Pi C Mi; 
thus u E u(R,) for all i and u E u(R). Thus R is explicit over T. Q.E.D. 
Let A, ,..., R, and S, ,..., S, be domains such that Si C Ri for all i. We 
wish to establish conditions under which R = nr=, R, being explicit would 
imply S = fir=, Si is explicit. For any domain R, we shall use J(R) to 
represent the intersection of the maximal ideals of R, i.e. the Jacobson radical 
of R. 
LEMMA (2.2). Let R, , R, S, , S be domains such that S, and R are con- 
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tained in RI and S is contained in S, f~ R. Let R, have a finite number of 
maximal ideals and suppose that M maximal in R, implies M IT R maximal. 
Let J = J(RI) n R and let A be an ideal of R such that J + A = R. If 
J(R,) C J(SI) and A n S, C S, then R, explicit over R implies S, is explicit 
over S and (A n S,) + (J( RI) n S) = S. 
Proof. Given x E S, we must find u E u(S,) n S such that ux E S. Since 
R, is explicit over R, there is a ur E u(R,) n R such that urx E R. Choose 
a E A such that (1 - a) E J. This implies a E u(R,); hence au, E u(R,) n R, 
au, E A, and aurx E A. Since J(R,) C J(S,), (1 - a) E Sr; hence a E S, , 
which implies a E A n S, C S and (1 - a) E S n J(RI). We conclude 
(A n S,) + (J(4) n S> = S. 
Let N be a maximal ideal of R which contains J. Since J is the intersection 
of the contractions to R of the maximal ideals of R, , and since M maximal 
in R, implies M n R is maximal, we conclude that N contains, hence equals, 
the contraction of some maximal ideal M in R, . Now au1 E u(R,); thus there 
is no maximal ideal in R which contains au, and J. Thus J + au,R = R. 
Choose v, u E R such that v E J, u E au,R, and v  + u = 1. Since v  E JC J(S,), 
we have u E u(S,) n A C S. Thus u E u(S,) n S and ux E A n S, C S. 
Q.E.D. 
THEOREM (2.3). Let R, R, ,..., R, , S, S, ,..., S, be a collection of domains 
such that R = fi R, and S = fi Si andfor all i, Si C Ri . Suppose ](R,) C ](S,) 
for all i, (J(Ri) n R) for i = l,..., n are pairwise comaximal, and each Ri has 
a Jinite number of maximal ideals. For each j, if Ri is exphcit over R then Si 
is explicit over S, and J(Rj) n S and J(R,) n S are comaximal for any i # j. 
Proof. I f  x is a non-unit of R, then it must be a non-unit of some Ri . 
Thus if M is a maximal ideal of R it is contained in the union of all the prime 
ideals which are contractions of the maximal ideals of the R,‘s. By [13, 
page 2151, M must be contained in one of them. Since M is maximal, M is 
therefore the contraction of a maximal ideal in some Ri . Since (J(R,) n R) 
for i = l,..., n are comaximal it is not possible for the contraction of a 
maximal in Ri to be contained in the contraction of a maximal in Rj if i # j. 
Thus if we have a j such that Rj is explicit over R, the maximals of Rj 
must contract to maximals of R. Let A = (& (J(R,) n R), and we have 
satisfied the hypothesis of Lemma (2.2). We conclude Sj is explicit over 
S and ( J(Rj) n S) + (A n Sj) = S. Since 
(A n SJ = (fh (J(K) n 3 n Sj C (I(&) n RI n S 
for any i # j, we have (J(-Rj) n S) + ( J(Ri) n S) = S for any i #j. Q.E.D. 
DISCUSSION (2.4). Let X, Y be partially ordered sets. We call a map 
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f  : X -+ Y a maximal quotient map if it is order-preserving, surjective, and 
the following hold: 
(i) f(x) is maximal if and only if x is maximal. 
(ii) f  restricted to the non-maximals of X is an isomorphism onto the 
non-maximals of Y. 
(iii) given y1 < yz in Y there exist x1 < x2 in X such that f  (x1) = y1 
and f  (x2) = y2 a 
Figure 1 is an example of a maximal quotient map. Here points represent 
elements, the line segments describe the ordering and the m’s are the maximal 
elements. 
FIGURE 1 
In Theorem (2.6) we give conditions under which we can “tie” together 
the maximal ideals of a ring R to obtain a ring S C R and a maximal quotient 
map f  : Spec R -+ Spec S. We first prove a special case. 
THEOREM (2.5). Let R be a domain with a$nite number of maximal ideals. 
Let k be a jeld contained in R. If  S = k + J(R), then S is quasi-local and the 
map @ : Spec R --f Spec S defined by intersection is a maximal quotient map. 
Proof. Let J = J(R). Since S/J s k, / is a maximal ideal of S. If 
r+jESforr #OEkandjEJ,thenr+jisaunitinRandl/(r+j)= 
l/r - j/r(r + j). Now l/r E k and l/r(r + j) E u(R), thus j/r(r + j) is in j 
and l/(r +j) E S. Hence, S is quasi-local with maximal ideal J. Now let 
@: Spec R -+ Spec S be defined by intersection. Clearly @ is order preserving. 
For any maximal ideal M in R, Q(M) = /. If MI ,..., M, are the maximals 
of R and P is a prime ideal of R such that P n S = J, then nT=“=, Mi = J C P. 
Thus P = Mi for some i and Q(P) is maximal if and only if P is maximal in R. 
If P # J is a prime ideal in S, choose x E J\P. We have xR C ] C S, thus 
R C S, and PS, n A = Q is a prime ideal in R for which Q n S = P. 
Thus @ is onto. Suppose Q’ is a prime ideal of R and Q’ n S = P. Since 
R C Sp C R,, , Q’S, lies over P, and hence Q’S, = PSp . Therefore 
Q’ = PSr n R = Q and hence is uniquely determined by P. We have seen, 
therefore, @ is an order isomorphism of the non-maximals of Spec R to the 
non-maximals of Spec S. To finish the proof we must show that if PI C P2 
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are prime ideals of S then there exist Q1 E @-‘(Pi), Q2 E @-‘(Pa) such that 
Qi C Qa . I f  Pz = 1, then this is trivial so assume Pz # J. This implies 
R C Sp, and, of course, we choose Q1 = P,S,% r\ R and Qs = P,S,, n R. 
Q.E.D. 
This method of constructing rings occurs in [lo, page 2041 and a very 
special case of the preceding appears in [8, page 521. We see in the next theorem 
that this tying together of maximal ideals can be done in a more general way. 
A special version of it can be found in [12]. 
We shall need the following lemma in our proof of Theorem (2.6). A more 
general version of this lemma is [3, page 98, Proposition 1.21. 
LEMMA. Let D, ,..., D, be domains with a jinite number of maximal ideals, 
and let each Di contain a jixed domain D such that each Di is explicit over D. 
vu(D) = nr=, (u(Di) n D), then D = & Di . 
Proof. By Theorem (2. I), nIzl Di is explicit over D. Let x E ~(ny=r Di) n D; 
then x E u(D,) for all i. Thus x E fly=, (u(D,) n D) = u(D) and D = fly=, Di . 
THEOREM (2.6). Let R be a domain with a$nite number of maximal ideals. 
Let k be a$eld contained in R. Let X be a partially ordered set and @: Spec R -+ X 
a maximal quotient map. Then there is a domain S C R such that k C S and 
Spec S z X. 
Proof. Let m, ,..., m, be the maximal elements of X and let si = 
R\U(Pc Spec R / Q(P) = mi} for i = I,..., n. Let Ri = Rs,; then by the 
’ preceding lemma, R = n Ri is an explicit intersection. 
Now let Si = k + J(R,) and S = fly=, Si . By Theorem (2.3), this is an 
explicit intersection and (J(R<) 17 S) for i = l,..., n are pairwise comaximal 
in S. Since their union contains all non-units of S, they are precisely the 
maximal ideals of S. (We made a similar argument in the proof of Theorem 
(2.3)). 
I f  we let T = k + J(R), T C S C R and we get maps f: Spec R + Spec S 
andg: Spec S-t Spec T defined by intersection. Now J(Ri) n SC J(Rzi) n R = 
n {P E Spec R 1 D(P) = mi> tells us f maps the maximals of R onto the 
maximals of S such that if P is maximal in R, f(P) = J(Ri) n S if and only 
if Q(P) = mi . By Theorem (2.5), g and g 0 f are onto and 1-l on non- 
maximal ideals. As a result, f (P) is maximal if and only if P is maximal, and f 
is an order isomorphism of the non-maximals of Spec R to the non-maximals 
of Spec S. 
We now need only see that if PI < J(Ri) = Pz then there is a Qa ~f-l(P~) 
such that Q1 = f -‘(PI) C Qs . As we have seen in a similar situation before, 
4 C &wlsi) = &, . Hence PIS,I n R C lJ {P E Spec R j G(P) = mi> and 
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thus is contained in one of them. Set Qi = PiSP1 n R and Qz equal to any 
maximal ideal containing Qi chosen from the set above. Clearly f(Qi) = Pi 
and f(QJ = Pz . Q.E.D. 
Now let us assume that we have domains D, and D, with quotient field k 
contained in a domain R, and that Figure 2 describes Spec D, , Spec D, , and 
Spec R. We will see in the next theorem that there is a domain S C R such 
that Spec S, as in Figure 3, is the result of attaching the minimal elements of 
Spec D, and Spec D, to the maximal elements of Spec R. 
V 
SPEC D, SPEC D2 
FIGURE 2 
SPEC R 
SPEC S 
FIGURE 3 
We need the following lemma which is a part of Theorem 5.1 in [4, pages 
247-2491. 
LEMMA. Let D, be a domain whose quotient jield is contained in D where D 
is a quasi-local domain with maximal ideal M. Let R = D, + M. If  P is a 
prime ideal of R, then either M C P OY P C 111. 
Proof. Suppose P Q M. Let x be chosen in P/M. If  x = d + m for 
d#OED,andmEM,then l/xisinDsoforanyyEM,ylxEMCR. 
Thus M C xR C P. 
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THEOREM (2.7). Let R be a domain with exactly n maximal ideals M, ,..., M,, . 
Let D, ,..., D, be domains (not necessarily distinct) with quotient Jield k C R. 
Let Si = Di + M,RMi and S = fly=, Si. Let Ui = (P E Spec S / P 3 (M$ n S)}, 
let U = & Ui , and let L = {P E Spec S 1 P C (Md n S) for some i}. Then, 
(i) The Mi n S for i = l,..., n are pairwise comaximal ideals of S. 
(ii) lJnL={MinS[i=l,...,n)andifi#j,UinUj=@. 
(iii) If P E Spec S then P E U u L. 
(iv) If L and each Vi are considered as ordered subsets of Spec S then 
L G Spec R and Ui z Spec Di . 
(v) If P EL and P is contained in some element of Ui , then P C n/ri n S. 
Proof. Let k f MiRMi = Ri and let R’ = f-f=, Ri . I f  we review 
Theorem (2.6) and its proof, we see that Spec R’ g Spec R. Now 
sl CR, CR,. > and by the preceding lemma we must have MiRm, = 
JR,) C ](Si).’ Now R = fly=, R,,,,, , so it follows by Theorem (2.3) ;hat 
R’ = n,“=, Ri and S = fir=, Si ’ are explicit intersections, and that 
(MiR,,,,, n S) = (Mi n S) for i = I,..., n are pairwise comaximal ideals of S. 
Thus (i) is true and (ii) follows immediately. 
To see (iii) we first show that if P E Spec S then there is an i such that 
u(S) n P = @. Suppose not; then let vi E u(S) n P be chosen for each i. 
Since the (Mi n S)‘s are pairwise comaximal in S and (Mi n S) C /(Si) n S 
for each i, we have J(S,) n S and fijii (Mj n S) are comaximal for each i. 
Thus for each i we may choose wi such that wi E fiifi (Mj n S) n (u(S,) n S). 
I f  ui = viwi , then ui E P n u(Si) n (nj,i (n/r, n S)). Let u = CT=“=, ui , 
Then Cjzi ui E J(S,) and ui E u(S). Th us u E u(S) for all i and u E u(S) n P. 
But this is impossible, so there exists an i for which u(S) n P = 0. Thus 
PS, is a prime ideal of Si which contracts to P. By the lemma, either 
PS, C MiRM, or MiRMi C PSI . Contracting to S we get P C Mi n S or 
MinSCP.ThusPEUuL. 
(iv) Now since k is the quotient field of each Di , R, is explicit over Si 
for all i; and thus Ri is explicit over S for all i. By Theorem (2.1), R’ is 
explicit over S. Since u(R)) n S = S\IJrzl (Mi n S), L s Spec R’ e Spec R. 
I f  P E Vi then Mi n S C P. In the proof of (iii) we saw that there is a j 
such that P n u(Sj) = 0 and that in such a case either P C Mi n S or 
Mj n S C P. By (i) we must have i = j and hence P n u(Si) = .@. Thus if 
f: S --+ S/(M, n S) is the canonical map, f (u(Si) n S) C u(S/(M, n S)). By 
the commutativity of the formation of residue class rings and quotient rings, 
we have Di z SiIMiR,I s S/(M, n S). We conclude Spec Di z 
Spec(S/(M, n S)) e Ui . 
(v) If  P EL and P is contained in some element of Ui , we must also 
have P n u(S) = 0 ; hence Psi is a prime ideal of Si which lies over P. 
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Applying the lemma and (i) again we must have PS, C MiRMi and 
PC(MinS). Q.E.D. 
DISCUSSION (2.8). Let X be afinitepartially ordered set. We de$ne a related 
set O(X) as follows: O(X) = A u B where A = {x E X / x is not maximal}; 
B = {(x, m) / m is maximal, x < m and there does not exist an element of X 
properly between x and m}. We can de$ne an order on O(X) in terms of the order 
on X as follows: (We use 6, for the order on O(X)) 
(9 4ffx1 7 x2 E A, then x1 <<, xp if and only if x1 < x,; 
(ii) (x1 , m,) & (x2 , m,) if and only if x1 = x2 and m1 = m,; 
(iii) if x E A, (x1 , m,) E B, then x 6, (x1 , m,) if and only if x < x1 . 
Ii is clear that B is the set of all maximal elements of O(X) and if x E A, 
x < (x1 , m,), and there is no element of O(X) properly between x and (x1 , m,), 
then x = x1 . Dejine di: O(X) --f X by @p(x) = x if x E A and @(x, m) = m 
if (x, m) E B. It is immediate that @ is a maximal quotient map. Figure 4 
illustrates a possible X and the resulting O(X). We say that O(X) is obtained by 
“opening” or “untying” the maximal elements of X. 
FIGURE 4 
THEOREM (2.9). Let X be a finite partially ordered set with a unique 
minimal element. Let k be afield. Then there exists a domain R such that k C R 
and Spec R z X. 
Proof. The proof will proceed by induction on dim X. For n = 0, any 
field will do, so we will start with n = 1. Let k be any field, and suppose X 
has m + 1 elements including the minimal element. 
Let t 1 ,..., t, be indeterminates over k, and let D = k[t, ,..,, t& where 
S = D\uTSl (ti). D is a principle ideal domain with precisely m maximal 
ideals. Now let us assume that if 1 < n < r, if dim X = n, and if k is any 
field, then there exists a domain D such that k C D and Spec D z X. Let 
dim X = r, and let k be a fixed field. Let Y = O(X) as defined in the 
previous section. Then dim Y = r and if y  is a maximal element of Y then 
there is a unique yr < y  such that ys < y  implies ye < yl. Let L = 
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(y E Y 1 ht(y) < r - l}. Then dimL = r - 1. Let zr ,..., z, be the maximal 
elements of L. I f  y  E Y\L, then there is a unique zi < y  such that if y’ E Y, 
withy’ < y  then y’ ,( zi . For each i = I ,..., m, let Ui = {y E Y j y  3 zi}. 
Either Ui = (zi} or Ui is a one dimensional partially ordered set. Using the 
case of n = I, we choose a field K 3 k and domains D, ,..., D, with quotient 
field K such that k C nyz, Di and for each i, Spec Di e Ui . (If lJi has 
only one point zi , then Di = K.) Now by the induction hypothesis there 
is a domain R such that K C R and Spec R g L. By Theorem (2.7) there is 
a domain S C R such that Spec S z Y and such that k C S. By Theorem 
(2.6) there is a domain T C S such that k C T and Spec T z X. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM (2.10). Let X be a finite partially ordered set. Then there exists 
a ring R such that Spec R g X. 
Proof. Let Y = X u {0} ordered so that 0 < x for all x E X and if 
x1 , x, E X we use the order of X. By Theorem (2.9) there is a domain S such 
that Spec S E Y. Let A be the product of all non-zero primes in S. Let 
R = S/A and we have Spec R g X. 
DISCUSSION (2.11). Let f : X -+ Y be an order preserving map between 
jinite partially ordered sets. We can now construct rings R, S such that up to 
isomorphism Spec R = X and Spec S = Y. It is natural to ask whether these 
rings can be chosen in such a way that there exists a homomorphism F: S + R 
such that SpecF = f. (SpecF: Spec R -+ Spec S is dejined by Spec F(P) = 
F-l(P).) 
In [5], M. Hochster calls a topological space spectral if it is TO; quasi- 
compact; the quasi-compact open sets are closed under finite intersection 
and form an open basis; and every non-empty irreducible closed subset has 
a generic point. Hochster notes that if R is a ring, Spec R is spectral. He then 
shows that, up to isomorphism, every spectral space is in the image of the 
functor Spec from the category of commutative rings with identity to the 
category of topological spaces and continuous maps. As we stated earlier, 
we can topologize a finite partially ordered set X by letting a subbasis for the 
closed sets be Cl(x) = {y E X ( y  > x}. X will be a finite T,, space and is 
thus trivially spectral. Thus Hochster’s work applied to finite TO spaces gives 
a functorial version of our Theorem (2.10). 
Hochster calls a continuous map spectral if the inverse image of a quasi- 
compact open set is quasi-compact open set. I f  X, Y are spectral spaces and 
iff: X -+ Y is a spectral map, consider the category, A, consisting of X, Y 
as objects and morphisms f, lx, and lye Hochster shows that there exists a 
functor from A to the category of commutative rings which when followed 
by Spec gives a functor which is isomorphic to the inclusion functor from A 
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to the category of spectral spaces and maps. This result gives an affirmative 
answer to our question in (2.11). Using our technique for constructing rings 
does not give the necessary homomorphisms for this functorial result. At 
least part of the difficulty stems from the fact that the domains constructed 
remain fairly close to their quotient fields. 
The referee of this paper has made the following comments: It follows 
easily from [5], Proposition 10, that a partially ordered set X is isomorphic 
to Spec R for some ring R if and only if X is an inverse limit of finite partially 
ordered sets. It would be desirable to make this construction functorial for 
finite partially ordered sets and order preserving, surjective maps that satisfy 
property (iii) for maximal quotient maps. This would lead to a new proof 
that every spectral space X is the spectrum of some ring. 
3. PREFER AND BEZOUT DOMAINS 
We will say that X is a tree if X is a partially ordered set with the following 
property. (*) I f  x, y, z E X, x < z, and y  < x, then either x < y  or y  < x. 
Property (*) is equivalent to the statement that if x E X, then (y E X j y  < LV} 
is a chain (i.e. a totally ordered set). We shall be interested in trees which 
satisfy Kaplansky’s two properties for a partially ordered set X. 
(Kl) Every chain in X has a supremum (sup) and an infimum (inf). 
(K2) If  x, y  E X and x < y  then there exist elements x1 , yr E X such 
that x < x1 < yr < y  and there does not exist an element of X properly 
between x1 and yr . 
We shall say that x1 and y1 are “immediate neighbors” and use the notation 
X1 <Y1- 
THEOREM (3.1). Let X be a partially ordered set. Then the following are 
equivalent. 
(a) X is a tree with properties (Kl), (K2), and a unique minimal element. 
(b) There exists a Bezout domain D such that Spec D g X (as a partially 
ordered set). 
(c) There exists a Priifer domain D such that Spec D s X (as a partially 
ordered set). 
Proof. (b) 3 (c): Every Bezout domain is Priifer. 
(c) =F- (a): D is a domain so we have (Kl), (K2), and a unique minimal 
element for Spec D and thus for X. Since D is Priifer, D, is a valuation ring 
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for any prime ideal P C D. The prime ideals of Dp form a chain so the same 
is true for the primes of D contained in P. 
(a) => (b): The remainder of this section develops the machinery necessary 
for this part of the proof. 
We shall need a few definitions, most of which can be found in [6] or [I 1 J. 
By an ordered group we will mean a pair (G, H) where G is an (additive) 
abelian group and H is a subset of G such that (i) H + H C H and (ii) 
H n (-H) = (0). We call H the positive elements of G and define an inequality 
relation by f < g ;f and only if g - f E H. In practice we shall simply say 
that G is an ordered group and we will use G+ to denote the positive elements 
of G. 
An ordered group G is a lattice group if any pair of elements in G has an 
infimum. We shall use the notation g A h for “the infimum of g and h”. I f  
g A h = 0, then g and h are called disjoint. 
Let Q be a subset of a lattice group G. We say that Q is a segment of G if 
Q + G+ C Q and Q is bounded below. A segment Q is integral if Q C G+. 
An integral segment Q is a prime segment if G+\Q is closed under addition and 
Q # G+. The segment Q is a V-segment if g A h E Q whenever g, h E Q. 
Let D be a domain, and let K be its quotient field. We let D* and K* 
be the non-zero elements of each, and we let u(D) be the units of D. Let 
A = K*/u(D) (written additively). I f  w: K* + A is the canonical map, 
we set A+ = w(D*) and we get an ordered group. We call this ordered group 
the group of divisibility of D. 
Perhaps the best theorem involving groups of divisibility is the one that 
follows. 
THEOREM (Jaffard). Every lattice ordered group is a group of divisibility. 
We shall soon need this theorem. For its proof we refer the reader to 
[6, page 78, Theorem 31 or [I 1, page 5861. In [ll] Ohm goes a step farther 
and shows that the domains obtained by Jaffard’s construction are Bezout. 
This can also be found in [2, page 6121. 
It is an immediate result of the definition of a Bezout domain that the group 
of divisibility of a Bezout domain is always lattice. It is also easy to see that: 
THEOREM (3.2). The map from Spec B, where B is a Bezout domain, 
to the subsets of its group divisibility G which takes P to w(P) gives an order 
isomorphism of Spec B with the set of prime V-segments of G. (The zero prime 
of B is associated with the empty set which is vacuously a prime V-segment of G.) 
In view of the preceding theorem, we can complete Theorem (3.1) by 
constructing a lattice group such that the set of its prime V-segments is 
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isomorphic to a prescribed tree with a unique minimal element for which 
(Kl) and (K2) hold. 
Construction of the Group 
Let P be a partially ordered set, and let G be a nontrivial totally ordered 
group.LetA ={f:P-+Gif(p)=Of or all but a finite number of p E P>. 
If we define addition pointwise, A is an abelian group. Let f E A. 
{p E P j f(p) # 0} is called the support of f and will be denoted S(f). 
(p E P 1 f(p) # 0 and f(s) = 0 for all s < p} will be called the minimal 
support off and denoted MS(f). If we let A+ = {f 6 A (f(p) > 0 for all 
p E MS(f)}, then the proof that A is an ordered group is straightforward. 
We will often need to compare two elements in A. By definition f >, g 
if and only iff - g >, 0. From the way our order is defined, this is equivalent 
to the following statement. If f, g E A then f >, g if and only if f(s) = g(s) 
for all s < p implies f(p) 3 g(p). If fE A+ and MS(f) consists of exactly 
one element, then we say that f is irreducible. 
LEMMA (3.3). If P is a tree and A is the ordered group deJined above, then A 
is a lattice group. If, in addition, f > 0 then there exists a unique set {fi ,..., fn) 
of pairwise disjoint irreducible elements of A such that f  = fi + ... + fn . 
Proof. Let f ,  g E A and let H = MS(f - g) = (s E P j f  (s) # g(s) and 
f(r) = g(r) if Y < s}. Since P is a tree, if r E P then there is at most one s E H 
such that s < Y. We define an element h E A as follows: 
(i) h(p) = f(p) = g(p) if there does not exist an s E H such that s < p. 
(ii) h(p) = f(p) if s E H, s < p and f  (s) < g(s). 
(iii) h(p) = g(p) ifs E H, s < p and g(s) < f(s). 
The verification that h = f  A g is left to the reader. We note that for any 
p E P, either h(s) = f(s) for all s < p or h(s) = g(s) for all s < p. 
Now let f  > 0 and let MS(f) = {p, ,...,p,}. We define fi, the p,-th 
associated component off as follows: 
For each i, MS(f,) = {p,}; thus fi is irreducible. For p E P, there is at most 
one i for which pi < p; thus f  (p) = CF=, fi(p) for allp E P. If i # j, we have 
MS(fi - fJ = (pi , pj}. Since P is a tree, (fi A f,)(p) = 0 for all p E P and 
thus fi A fj = 0. It is easy to see that the decomposition is unique. 
THEOREM (3.4). Let P be a tree with a unique minimal element such that 
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(KI) and (K2) hold. Then there exists a lattice group A such that the set of 
prime V-segments, Q(A), ordered by inclusion is isomorphic to P. 
Proof. We will let 0 be the unique minimal element of P. Let P* = 
{p E P 1 there exists a q < p}. We give P* the induced order of P and thus P* 
is a tree. It is easy to see from (Kl), (K2), and the fact that P is a tree that 
if 0 # p E P, then p = supp{q E P* 1 q ,( p}. 
Now let A = {f : P* -+ 2 /f(p) = 0 for all but a finite number of 
p E P*} where Z is the integers with the usual ordering. As before, we define 
A+ = {f E A 1 f(p) > 0 for all p E MS(f)}. Since P* is a tree, we can apply 
Lemma (3.3) to conclude that A is lattice. As we said earlier, we consider 
the empty set, D, to be a prime V-segment of A. Thus it is contained in all 
the others and is the minimal element of Q(A). 
Now for any p E P we define Q, = {f E A+ j there exists s E MS(f) such 
that s < p>. A straightforward argument shows that Q2, is a prime V-segment. 
We now define a map @: P + Q(A) by D(p) = Q, . We must show that @ 
is an isomorphism of partially ordered sets. It is immediate from the definition 
that @ is order preserving, so let p, q E P and assume 19 < p < q. Since 
p = sup,(s E P* / s < p}, there is an s < p such that s E P* and s 4 q. 
We define an element 1 s by 
l,(r) = 1: 
if r=s 
otherwise. 
Then 1 s E Q, and 1 s $ Qa . Thus Q, q Qq; hence Q9 f  Q, and @ is injective. 
This also shows that if Q, C Q, , then p ,( q; so our proof will be complete 
when we show @ is surjective. 
We know Q(0) = 0; so let Q be a non-empty prime V-segment of A. 
Let f  EQ, MS(f) = {P, ,..., P,), and fi ,..., fn the associated components 
off. Since Q is a prime segment, at least one fi E Q. But 0 $ Q and if i # j, 
fi A fj = 0; so Q is a V-segment implies only one fi can be in Q. Let Y = 
{p E P* 1 there is an irreducible f E Q for which {p} = MS(f)}. Now suppose 
p, q E Y as a result of elements f, h E Q where (p} = MS{ f) and {q) = MS(h). 
Now f A h E Q so f A h # 0 and there must exist at least one t E P* such that 
(f A h)(t) # 0. Thus p < t and q < t. Since P is a tree, either p < q or 
q < p, and we see that Y is a chain. Let y  = sup,Y. (Property (Kl) tells us 
that the sup exists.) 
Claim. Q = Q2, . 
I f  f E Q, then one of its associated components fi E Q. The corresponding 
p,~Yandsof~~Q,.Sincef~f~,f~Q,.ThereforeQCQ,.Letf~Q,. 
Since Q2/ is a prime V-segment, there is exactly one associated component, 
fi , off which is in Q, . Of course f > ft. Now if MS(fJ = {pi>, then 
pi < y  and pi E P*. Thus there is a q < pi and q # sup,Y = y. Thus there 
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exists s E Y such that q < s < y. Now both pa and s are < y and s Q: pi 
since s < pi would lead to q < s < pi and we know q <pi . We have then 
pi < s < y. Since s E Y, there is a g EQ such that MS(g) = (s}. Now 
f&) > 0 so there is a positive integer rr such that n(fi( p,)) > g(s). Therefore 
for all r < pi , n(f&)) = 0 = g(r) and 
We conclude nfi > g. Since Q is a segment and g E Q, we see that nfi E Q. 
Since Q is prime, we have fi E Q and thus f E Q. Thus Q, C Q; hence Q = Q, 
and @ is surjective. Q.E.D. 
We can now prove (a) * (b) in Theorem (3.1). 
THEOREM (a) => (b) (3.1). If X is a tree with a unique minimal element 
such that (Kl) and (K2) hold, then there exists a Bezout domain D such that 
Spec D E X. 
Proof. We combine Theorem (3.4), Jaffard’s Theorem, and Theorem (3.2) 
to obtain the necessary Bezout domain. 
A slight generalization of (3.1) exists. 
COROLLARY (3.5). Let X be a partially ordered set. Then X is Q tree for 
which (Kl) and (K2) hold and X has exactly n minimal elements if and only 
if there is a ring R such that R is the direct sum of n non-trivial Bezout (Priifer) 
domains and Spec R s X. 
Proof. The proof depends upon [13, page 75, Theorem 301 and the fact 
that X decomposes into the disjoint union of n trees with the desired 
properties. 
A special case of Theorem (3.1) is that of valuation rings. 
COROLLARY (3.6). Let X be a partially ordered set. Then there is a valuation 
ring V such that Spec V s X if (and only if) X is a totally ordered set satisfying 
Properties (Kl) and (K2). 
Proof. Since a Priifer domain with a unique maximal ideal must be a 
valuation ring, (3.1) applies. 
Remarks. The property that lower directed sets have a greatest lower 
bound which is mentioned in [5] as a property of Spec R is in fact equivalent 
to (Kl). A proof of this is given as a part of [l, page 33, Proposition 5.91. 
M. Hochster has observed the following about Spec R. Since Spec R is 
quasi-compact when given the Zariski topology, the finite intersection 
481/v/3-3 
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property must hold for the closed sets of Spec R and in particular, if we 
consider all the sets of the type {Q > P, for a fixed P}, any collection of these 
sets which has non-empty finite intersections must have a non-empty inter- 
section. The following example has properties (Kl) and (K2) but does not 
have the property mentioned above. Consider two “layers” of elements Pi 
and Qi for i = 1, 2, 3 ,..., such that for all i, Pi < Qj if i < j. The sets of the 
type {elements > Pi} have nonempty finite intersections but void total 
intersection. 
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